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ABSTRACT 
To achieve the ultimate success of global collaborative resource sharing in Grid computing, an 
effective and efficient Grid resource management system is necessary and it is only possible if 
its core component, the scheduler, can perform scheduling in an efficient manner. Scheduling 
tasks to resources in Grid computing is a challenging task and known as a NP hard problem. 
In this paper, we propose a novel hybrid heuristic-based algorithm, which synergised the 
excellent diversification capability of Great Deluge (GD) algorithm with the powerful 
systematic multi-neighbourhood search strategy captured in Variable Neighbourhood Descent 
(VND) algorithm, to efficiently schedule independent tasks in Grid computing environment 
with an objective of minimising the makespan. Simulation experiments have been conducted 
to examine the impact of hybridising GD and VND. In addition, the performance of the 
proposed algorithm has been evaluated and compared with some other recent meta-heuristics 
in the literature. The experimental simulation results show that our proposed algorithm 
outperforms the other algorithms in the literature and the performance improvement achieved 
by this hybrid strategy is effective and efficient with respect to makespan and computational 
time as it can obtain good quality (makespan) of solutions while obviating the drawback of 
requiring high computational cost from the VND.  
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